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This companion volume to Easwaran's "Passage Meditation" brings the world's
timeless wisdom within reach of the modern seeker. The author chooses texts that are
positive, practical, and meaningful for readers today, making them suitable for study
and meditation.
The Katha Upanishad embraces the key ideas of Indian mysticism in a mythic story we
can all relate to – the quest of a young hero, Nachiketa, who ventures into the land of
death in search of immortality. But the insights of the Katha are scattered, hard to
understand. Easwaran presents them systematically, and practically, as a way to
explore deeper and deeper levels of personality, and to answer the age-old question,
“Who am I?” Easwaran grew up in India, learned Sanskrit from a young age, and
became a professor of English literature before coming to the West. His translation of
The Upanishads is the best-selling edition in English. For students of philosophy and of
Indian spirituality, and readers of wisdom literature everywhere, Easwaran’s
interpretation of this classic helps us in our own quest into the meaning of our lives.
(Previously published as: Dialogue With Death)
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At last,
an edition
of the Bhagavad Gita that speaks with unprecedented fidelity and
clarity, letting the profound beauty and depth of this classic shine through. It contains an
unusually informative introduction, the Sanskrit text of the Bhandarkar Oriental
Research Institute’s critical edition, an accurate and accessible English translation, a
comprehensive glossary of names and epithets and a thorough index.
Bhagwat Geeta In English Bhagavad?g?t? as it is with the original Sanskrit text to
English transliteration: Bhagavad?g?t? as English Pronounce Words and Names in
foreign language Original with Meaning in Sanskrit to English
The first book to cover Krishna’s entire life, from his childhood pranks to his final
powerful acts in the Mahabharata war • Draws from the Bhagavad Purana, the
Bhagavad Gita, the Mahabharata, and India’s sacred oral tradition • Shows how the
stories of Krishna’s life are expressed with such simplicity and humor that they enable
anyone--man, woman, or child--to see the wisdom of his teachings • Provides a
valuable meditative tool that allows the lessons of these stories to illuminate from within
Krishna, one of the most beloved characters of the Hindu pantheon, has been
portrayed in many lights: a god-child, a prankster, a model lover, a divine hero, an
exemplary ruler, and the Supreme Being. In The Complete Life of Krishna, Vanamali, a
leading Krishna expert from a long line of prominent Krishna devotees, provides the first
book in English or Sanskrit to cover the complete range of the avatar’s life. Drawing
from the Bhagavad Purana, the Bhagavad Gita, the Mahabharata, and India’s sacred
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Vanamali shares stories from Krishna’s birth in a dungeon and early days
as a merry trickster in Vrindavana, through his time as divine ruler at Dwaraka, to his
final powerful acts as the hero Arjuna’s charioteer and guru in the Kurukshetra war.
She explains how Krishna became a mahayogi, the greatest of all yogis, and attained
complete mastery over himself and nature. By integrating the hero-child with the
mahayogi, the playful lover with the divine ruler, Vanamali shows how the stories of
Krishna’s life are expressed with such simplicity and humor that they enable
anyone--man, woman, or child--to see the wisdom of his teachings. This complete
biography of the man who was also a god provides a valuable meditative tool allowing
Krishna’s lessons to illuminate from within.
For professionals navigating negative corporate karmas, Leadership Lessons from the
Bhagavad Gita offers a way forward for overcoming self-defeating habits and managing
the mind’s negative chatter that is often the main obstacle to effective leadership. By
promoting a leadership approach of caring for followers, stakeholders and future
generations, the book offers hope for harmonious workplace relations and a protected
environment. Based on leadership by inspiration as opposed to leadership by control,
Leadership Lessons from the Bhagavad Gita provides an alternative to conventional
leadership. Particularly, in the times we live, where there is a crisis of faith in
leadership, the insights from this book presents a vision of linked-leadership—leaders
who are linked through loving-connection or bhakti-yoga with themselves (through selfPage 3/18
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other beings, with nature and with the supreme source. As
exemplified by Krishna taking over the reins of Arjuna’s chariot, the crux of this book is
leadership, not as a title or position, but as a commitment to service, excellence and
virtuous character that motivates and inspires others to pursue the same. The unique
insights from this book will help you make sense of different personality types to
motivate others according to their natures and inclinations, which will support you in
forming effective teams and creating a harmonious and prosperous organizational
culture. In short, this book challenges and equips leaders to step up and cultivate unity
and diversity, and achieve sustainable wellbeing and happiness in their organizations.
This translation and commentary also analyzes the causes of problems individual and
collective, and how to achieve peace, unity and bliss.
A Walk with Four Spiritual Guides is Andrew Harvey's very personal introduction to
Krishna's lessons on the immortality of the soul, Buddha's description of the
fundamental role of mental conditioning in making us who we are, Jesus' portrayal of
the Kingdom of God as a present fact about the world, and Ramakrishna's teachings on
the truth of all religions. Enhanced with accessible translations of each guide's essential
teachings and facing pages of guided commentary from experts, Harvey offers his own
experiences of learning from their wisdom and gives you deeper insight into their
message for today.
What is the Bhagavad-Gita? Is it just a religious text? When was it composed? How
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relevant
is it to
the modern world? This book answers these foundational questions and
goes beyond. It critically examines the Bhagavad-Gita in terms of its liberal, humanist
and inclusive appeal, bringing out its significance for the present times and novel
applications. The author elaborates the philosophy underlying the text as also its
ethical, spiritual and moral implications. He also responds to criticisms that have been
levelled against the text by Ambedkar, D. D. Kosambi, and more recently, Amartya Sen.
The volume proposes unique bearings of the text in diverse fields such as business &
management and scientific research. Eclectic and accessible, this work will be of
interest to scholars of philosophy, religion, history, business & management studies as
well as the general reader.
In this companion to his best-selling translation of The Dhammapada, Eknath Easwaran
explains how The Dhammapada is a perfect map for the spiritual journey. Said to be
the text closest to the Buddha’s actual words, The Dhammapada is a collection of short
teachings that his disciples memorized during his lifetime. Easwaran presents The
Dhammapada as a guide to spiritual perseverance, progress, and ultimately
enlightenment — a heroic confrontation with life as it really is, with straight answers to
our deepest questions. We witness the heartbreak of death, for instance — what does
that mean for us? What is love? How does karma work? How do we follow the spiritual
life in the midst of work and family? Does nirvana really exist, and if so, what is it like to
be illumined? In his interpretation of Buddhist themes, illustrated with stories from the
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Easwaran offers a view of the concept of Right Understanding that is
both exhilarating and instructive. He shares his experiences on the spiritual path, giving
the advice that only an experienced teacher and practitioner can offer, and urges us to
answer for ourselves the Buddha’s call to nirvana — that mysterious, enduring state of
wisdom, joy, and peace.
A comprehensive manual for living a spiritual life, based on a verse-by-verse
commentary on India’s timeless scripture – from the author of its best-selling
translation. This ebook includes all three volumes in this series. The Bhagavad Gita is
set on the battlefield of an apocalyptic war between good and evil. Faced with a dire
moral dilemma, the warrior prince Arjuna turns in anguish to his spiritual guide, Sri
Krishna, for answers to the fundamental questions of life. Easwaran points out that
Arjuna’s crisis is acutely modern. The Gita’s battlefield is the struggle for self-mastery
that every human being must wage. Arjuna represents each of us, and Sri Krishna is
the Lord, instructing us in eighteen chapters of lofty wisdom as we face the social,
environmental, and global challenges that threaten our world today. Easwaran is a
spiritual teacher and author of deep insight and warmth. His verse-by-verse
commentary interprets the Gita’s teachings for modern readers, explaining the Sanskrit
concepts and philosophy and applying them with practicality, wisdom, and humor to
every aspect of our work, our relationships, and our lives. With everyday anecdotes,
stories, and examples, he shows that the changes we long to see in the world start with
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the transformation
of our own consciousness. The practical exercises recommended by
Easwaran to achieve transformation are part of a spiritual program he developed for his
own life. They are accessible to people from all backgrounds and cultures. Urging us to
adopt a higher image of the human being, he assures us that peace and unity are
within reach. Each volume of this series covers six chapters of the Gita. Each may be
read on its own, but all three volumes together form an in-depth, verse-by-verse
explanation of this ancient scripture and its relevance today. Included are instructions in
Easwaran's universal eight-point program of passage meditation. Volume 1: The first
six chapters of the Gita explore the concept of the innermost Self and source of wisdom
in each of us. Easwaran explains how we can begin to transform ourselves, even as
householders engaged in busy lives. Volume 2: The next six chapters of the Gita go
beyond the individual Self to explore the Supreme Reality underlying all creation.
Easwaran builds a bridge across the seeming divide between scientific knowledge and
spiritual wisdom, and explains how the concept of the unity of life can help us in all our
relationships. Volume 3: The final six chapters put forth an urgent appeal for us to begin
to see that all of us are one – to make the connection between the Self within and the
Reality underlying all creation. Global in scope, the emphasis is on what we can do to
make a difference to heal our environment and establish peace in the world.
Easwaran’s commentary is for all students of the Gita, whatever their background, and
for anyone who is trying to find a path to wisdom, love, and kindness in themselves and
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our troubled
Written as an authoritative, accessible guide to a much-loved
scripture, it is a handbook for finding peace and clarity within. This second edition
incorporates revisions made across all three volumes following the author’s final
instructions.
Vimala Thakar gave a series of inspiring talks on the Bhagavad Gita in three separate
seminars, during 1992 and 1993 in Italy. To her, Bhagavad Gita is sacred because it
deals with the organic wholeness of life and the inbuilt complexity of life and affirms the
interplay between the microcosm and macrocosm. Moreover, persuades us to remain
united with the ultimate reality, not only to intellectual understanding but through
everything that we do, at every moment.
The Bhagavad Gita has been called India's greatest contribution to the world. For more
than five thousand years, this great scripture has shown millions in the East how to fill
their lives with serenity and love. In these pages, Jack Hawley brings these ancient
secrets to Western seekers in a beautiful prose version that makes the story of the Gita
clear and exciting, and makes its truths understandable and easy to apply to our busy
lives. The Gita is a universal love song sung by God to His friend man. It can't be
confined by any creed. It is a statement of the truths at the core of what we all already
believe, only it makes those truths clearer, so they become immediately useful in our
daily lives. These truths are for our hearts, not just our heads. The Gita is more than
just a book, more than mere words or concepts. There is an accumulated potency in it.
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To read
the Gita
is to be inspired in the true sense of the term: to be “inspirited,” to
inhale the ancient and ever-new breath of spiritual energy.
Eknath Easwaran taught spiritual living for nearly 40 years and drew deep, ongoing
inspiration from the sacred literature of all traditions - the great river of wisdom that is
always flowing throughout the world. The 149 short extracts in this anthology come
from the much-loved saints, sages, and scriptures of the Christian, Hindu, Sufi, Jewish,
Native American, Buddhist, and Taoist traditions. These passages can be read for daily
inspiration, for their insights into other spiritual traditions, for the light they throw on how
to live, for the sustenance they offer when we feel sad or tired, and for the deep
transformation they can bring in Easwarans method of passage meditation. Rich
supporting material includes stories from India, detailed background notes, suggestions
for memorization and for studying the texts in practices such as lectio divina from the
Christian tradition, and instruction in using these texts in passage meditation.

For centuries, readers have turned to the Bhagavad Gita for inspiration and
guidance as they chart their own spiritual paths. As profound and powerful as this
classic text has been for generations of seekers, integrating its lessons into the
ordinary patterns of our lives can ultimately seem beyond our reach. Now, in a
fascinating series of reflections, anecdotes, stories, and exercises, Ram Dass
gives us a unique and accessible road map for experiencing divinity in everyday
life. In the engaging, conversational style that has made his teachings so popular
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for decades, Ram Dass traces our journey of consciousness as it is reflected in
one of Hinduism’s most sacred texts. The Gita teaches a system of yogas, or
“paths for coming to union with God.” In Paths to God, Ram Dass brings the
heart of that system to light for a Western audience and translates the Gita’s
principles into the manual for living the yoga of contemporary life. While being a
guide to the wisdom of the Bhagavad Gita, Paths to God is also a template for
expanding our definition of ourselves and allowing us to appreciate a new level of
meaning in our lives.
All New Edition! This second edition includes a new cover, a cast of characters,
an enhanced layout, substantial editing, and 40,000 fewer words. A love that
would not die . . . A city that would not surrender . . . A war that knew no bounds .
. . The date is June 21st, 1941, and Adolf Hitler is about to lead Germany into
what would become one of the bloodiest, most barbaric wars the world would
ever know. His invasion plan, Operation: Barbarossa, calls for taking the northern
Russian city of Leningrad in a matter of weeks, but as the troops reach the
outside border of the city, the Soviet resistance stiffens and a stalemate ensues.
Hitler calls for continual bombardment of the city and cutting off all outside
supplies. He boasts that the city will starve to death and the German forces will
march into a ghost town. Follow a cast of lovers, heroes, and fiends some real-toPage 10/18
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life as they struggle through one of the most horrific human dramas ever created.
For 900 days, the citizens and soldiers of Leningrad, Russia endured one of the
worst sieges in the history of mankind. Some would find the inner strength to light
the way. Others would descend into madness. Read their stories, and explore for
yourself just what is the end of sorrow. "The Classical Russian form lives on: This
novel is no pale imitation. … The End of Sorrow is a triumph of craft. A rock-solid,
gratifying choice for discerning fans of serious literature." – ForeWord Clarion
Five Star Review
The book focuses on the problems faced by modern societies and offers answers
that can bring about a transformation by which all can benefit. It sets out
principles that are simple to practice with immediate effect in changing our
attitude and behaviour pattern.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced
from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
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you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Lobel crosses Eastern and Western philosophical and religious traditions to
discover a beauty and purpose at the heart of reality that makes life worth living.
This title does not treat philosophy as an abstract, theoretical discipline but as
living experience.
This is Swami Venkatesananda's longer Yoga Vasistha. Its purpose is to provide
a means to eliminate psychological conditioning and to attain liberation.
Containing the instructions of the sage Vasistha to Lord Rama, this scripture is
full of intricately woven tales, the kind a great teacher might tell to hold the
interest of a student. Table of Contents Blessing Scheme of Transliteration
Foreword Introduction Prayer Part One: On Dispassion Part Two: On the
Behaviour of the Seeker The Story of Suka Self-effort Part Three: On Creation
The Story of Lila The Story of Karkati The Story of the Sons of Indu The Story of
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Ahalya The Story of the Great Forest The Story of the Three Non-existent
Princes The Story of Lavana Part Four: On Existence The Story of Sukra The
Story of Dama, Vyala and Kata The Story of Bhima, Bhasa and Drdha The Story
of Dasura Kaca's Story Part Five: On Dissolution The Story of King Janaka The
Story of Punya and Pavana The Story of Bali The Story of Prahlada The Story of
Gadhi The Story of Uddalaka The Story of Suraghu The Story of Bhasa and
Vilasa The Story of Vitahavya Part Six: On Liberation Discourse on Brahman The
Story of Bhusunda Description of the Lord Deva Puja The Story of the Wood
apple The Story of the Rock The Story of Arjuna The Story of the Hundred
Rudras The Story of the Vampire The Story of Bhagiratha The Story of Sikhidvaja
and Cudala The Story of the Philosopher's Stone The Story of Cintamani The
Story of the Foolish Elephant The Story of Kaca The Story of the Deluded Man
The Story of Bhrngisa The Story of Iksvaku The World Within the Rock The Story
of the Sage from Outer Space The Story of Vipascit The Story of the Hunter and
the Deer The Story of Kundadanta Index
The Bhagavad Gita contains the essence and analysis of the Vedas and the
Upanishads - ancient Indian spiritual texts that are at the heart of Indian spiritual
tradition. It presents us with a solution for completely eradicating sorrow from our
lives. This book is a straightforward, modern, and simple explanation and
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commentary of the Bhagavad Gita. Each shloka (verse) is explained in detail. A
summary of each chapter is also included. No prior background in Indian
scriptures or Vedanta is required. Serious students of the Gita will also
appreciate the word-to-word Sanskrit-to-English translation of each verse. About
The Author GK Marballi works in the technology industry and is presently based
in New York City. He received his bachelors degree in commerce from the
University of Mumbai, and his MBA from Harvard Business School.
The fruit of twenty-seven years of study, it is an attempt to understand and explain the
philosophic progression of Bhagavad-gita - how the verses, sections and chapters fit together.
Having an overview adds sastric structure to the counseling, managing and teaching that
devotees do and thus is relevant for both practical preaching and applying the Gita to our own
devotional life.
In this companion to his best-selling translation of the Bhagavad Gita, Easwaran explores the
essential themes of this much-loved Indian scripture. Placing the Gita in a modern context,
Easwaran shows how this classic text sheds light on the nature of reality, the illusion of
separateness, the search for identity, and the meaning of yoga. The key message of the Gita is
how to resolve our conflicts and live in harmony with the deep unity of life, through the
principles of yoga and the practice of meditation. Easwaran grew up in the Hindu tradition and
learned Sanskrit from an early age. A foremost translator and interpreter of the Gita, he taught
classes on it for forty years, while living out the principles of the Gita in the midst of a busy
family and community life. In the Gita, Sri Krishna, the Lord, doesn’t tell the warrior prince
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do: he shows Arjuna his choices and then leaves it to Arjuna to decide.
Easwaran, too, shows us clearly how these teachings still apply to us – and how, like Arjuna,
we must take courage and act wisely if we want our world to thrive.
India's timeless and practical scripture presented as a manual for everyday use. This is the
third of three volumes and contains: Introduction, Chapters 13-18 of The Bhagavad Gita with
commentary, followed by a Glossary of Sanskrit terms. 520 pages
The Bhagavad Gita, the greatest devotional book of Legends, has long been recognizedas one
of the world's spiritual classics and a guide to all on the path of Truth. It issometimes known as
the Song of the Lord or the Gospel of the Lord Shri Krishna.According to Western scholarship,
it was composed later than the Vedas and theUpanishads - probably between the fifth and
second centuries before Christ. It is afragment, part of the sixth book of the epic poem The
Mahabaratha. The Mahabaratha tells of the Pandavas, Prince Arjuna and his four brothers,
growing upin north India at the court of their uncle, the blind King Dhritarashtra, after the death
oftheir father, the previous ruler. There is always great rivalry between the Pandavas or sonsof
Pandu and the Kauravas, the one hundred sons of Dhritarashtra. Eventually the oldking gives
his nephews some land of their own but his eldest son, Duryodhana, defeatsYudhisthira, the
eldest Pandava, by cheating at dice, and forces him and his brothers tosurrender their land
and go into exile for thirteen years. On their return, the old king isunable to persuade his son
Duryodhana to restore their heritage and, in spite of efforts atreconciliation by Sanjaya,
Dhritarashtra's charioteer; by Bheeshma, his wise counsellor;and even by the Lord Krishna
himself, war cannot be averted. The rival hosts face eachother on the field of Kurukshetra. It is
at this point that The Bhagavad Gita begins. When Prince Arjuna surveys the battlefield, he is
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overwhelmed
sorrow at thefutility of war. The teachings of The Bhagavad Gita are spoken
by the divine Lord Krishna, who is acting as the prince's charioteer. They are overheard by
Sanjaya and reported backto King Dhritarashtra. When Krishna has finished speaking to
Arjuna, the two armiesengage. The battle lasts eighteen days and by the end of it nearly all of
the warriors onboth sides are dead save Krishna and the five sons of Pandu..
Dhammapada means "the path of dharma," the path of harmony and righteousness that
anyone can follow to reach the highest good. Easwaran's translation of this classic Buddhist
text is based on the oldest, best-known version in Pali. Easwaran's introduction to the
Dhammapada gives an overview of the Buddha's teachings that is reliable, penetrating, and
clear - accessible for readers new to Buddhism, but also with fresh insights and practical
applications for readers familiar with this text. Chapter introductions place individual verses into
the context of the broader Buddhist canon.
Commentary on 'The Bhagavad Geeta' by Swami Mukundananda
The Gita brings to light the negative and positive tendencies that lie within. They represent
your higher aspiration and lower desire. Lord Krishna directs you to conquer desire and regain
the supreme Self. The state of Godhood. The book comprises the text, transliteration, wordmeaning, translation and commentary. A unique contribution is the topic-wise division of each
chapter. It helps capture the thought-flow and message in the text.
(3 Volumes) PaperBackIndia s timeless, most practical scripture is a manual for everyday use.
Ten years in the making, The Bhagavad Gita For Daily Living distills insight and understanding
that have made Eknath Easwaran one of the best loved teachers in the world. His translation
and verse-by-verse commentary with gentle humour, illustrates Gita s lofty insight with
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events
and contemporary problems familiar to all of us.Vol. I - The End of Sorrow
Vol. II - Like a Thousand Suns Vol. III - To Love Is To Know Me
These classic teachings comprise the most important and universal texts from the Indian
wisdom tradition. They pose the fundamental questions of life pondered throughout the ages:
Who am I? What happens when I die? What is the purpose of my life? Each text offers
compelling answers, reflecting the style and personality of their Vedic and Buddhist authors.
Eknath Easwaran's lyrical translations and engaging explanations of key concepts ensure that
the texts are as relevant today as they were centuries ago.
A new translation of the timeless spiritual classic, with an in-depth commentary inspired
Advaita Vedanta
A new edition of Easwaran's classic handbook on the mantram. A mantram (or mantra) is a
short, powerful spiritual formula or prayer word from the world's great traditions, repeated
silently in the mind, anytime, anywhere, to help us access our deeper resources in the midst of
the challenges of daily life. Examples of mantrams are: Rama, Rama, used by Gandhi; My God
and My All, used by St. Francis of Assisi; and the Buddhist Om mani padme hum. Easwaran
taught the use of the mantram for over forty years as part of his passage meditation program.
He explains how to choose and use a mantram to focus our thoughts, replenish our energy,
release creativity, and strengthen our relationships. He shows through stories and examples
how the mantram can be a great support to parents and children, to colleagues at work, to
couples in a relationship - even in illness or depression, and at the time of death. And
Easwaran describes how this simple spiritual practice can open the door to a life that is
increasingly full and meaningful.
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